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Introduction

EeStairs is a world-renowned expert in the design,
manufacture and installation of bespoke staircases.
We thrive on creating statement stairs for the most
discerning clients across the retail, commercial, public
and private sectors.
Our unparalleled in-house capabilities ensure we
achieve the highest level of craft, quality control and
efficiency throughout a project’s entire lifecycle.
We promise this, be it a bespoke feature staircase,
balustrade, handrail or space saving staircase solution.
Collaboration and mutual respect is key to the success
of any project and we partner with you from the outset
to achieve the best result, often helping to find simple
solutions to complex problems. Regularly working
with the world’s leading architectural practices and
contractors, we understand, retain and support our
client’s design intent, maximising schemes within
available budgets.
EeStairs is committed to investing in software,
technology, methodologies and equipment to facilitate
production, ensure accuracy and explore new
approaches to staircase design. This has resulted in
innovations, such as EeSoffitTM – a seamless crack-free
soffit system for helical stairs and 1m2TM – a space
saving staircase with a one square metre footprint.
From headquarters in the Netherlands and with
offices and manufacturing facilities throughout
Europe, North America, Africa and Asia, we deliver
extraordinary staircase projects around the world.

EeStairs + Artillery
< Catlin Insurance, London [UK]
XL

PRICE:

TransParancy™ 1-01

EeStairs + Zaha Hadid Architects
Havenhuis, Antwerp [BE]
GO

PRICE:
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Summary

Transparent implies contemporary, spacious and
unlimited possibilities. These characteristics fuse
together in the TransParancyTM balustrades by EeStairs.
The models are largely made of glass and that appeals
to a wide range of people. Clients recognise the
value of our TransParancy™ balustrades because of
its prestigious appearance. Although made of glass,
they are still eye-catching. We use them in domestic
situations, businesses, shops and public buildings.
Our TransParancyTM models comply with all national
and international regulations and can therefore be
installed anywhere. And furthermore, the glass
combines harmoniously with timber, steel, leather and/
or stainless steel, and all for a relatively attractive price.
Advantages of TransParancy™1-01
1. Feeling of space and no balusters in view.
2. Suitable anywhere: on galleried landings and even
on complex curved stairs.
3. Tailor-made, with flexible dimensions and design.
4. Seamless, with no undesirable metal fittings.
5. Turnkey, everything under one roof: from advice
to assembly.
Characteristic
The structural safety glass is mounted on a steel or
aluminium track embedded below the floor. Rock solid
and super safe thanks to the toughened safety glass
we use.
Point to note
You will get the best result if we can advise you at
an early stage of your project. And as long as we are
named in the specifications we will continue to provide
this service free of charge and any obligation.

TransParancy™ 1-01
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CB (Capped Balustrades)
This tried and tested model is timeless and
suits both modern and traditional interiors.
The handrail on the balustrade makes it easy
to grasp and the glass is protected at the top
and base.
We regularly install the TransParancyTM in
homes, shops and business premises. The
CB is the most favourably priced of all the
1-01 models. It is an ideal investment: a solid,
timeless design with very attractive appearance.
EeStairs + UNStudio
Toison d’or, Brussel [BE]
CB

PRICE:

GO (Glass Only)
This balustrade suits any interior. Because
this streamlined modern model is made solely
of glass you hardly see the balustrade at all,
which allows the environment to be shown
to its fullest.
A 1-01 GO never gets in the way. At the same
time this balustrade is an exclusive, prestigious
show stopper without any concessions being
made for safety. In other words, you can’t say
‘no’ to a GO.
EeStairs + Zaha Hadid Architects
Havenhuis, Antwerp [BE]
GO

PRICE:

XL (eXtraLarge)
The 1-01 XL benefits any interior! Because
EeStairs places the handrail in front of the
glass, the eXtra Large design appears lighter
and expansive.
This model is shown to best advantage in
modern, minimalistic interiors. For those who
don’t just want any glass balustrade, the XL
is a must. And not just from an aesthetic
perspective, since this 1-01 model is also super
safe, it meets the highest safety standards.
EeStairs + QuA Associates
PON Holding, Almere [NL]
XL

PRICE:
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Safety & Regulations

Balustrade protects users by providing guarding to voids
and floor edges. Safety is a fundamental requirement and
forms the basis of the TransParancyTM range. EeStairs’
glass balustrade systems are put through rigorous testing
procedures including structural analysis, impact testing
and soft pendulum testing to ensure that they meet or
exceed safety requirements.
All of our TransParancyTM balustrades comply with NEN
standards and with national and international regulations,
such as Bouwbesluit (NL), British Standard (UK) and
International Building Code (USA).
Specifications
Specifications differ depending on the function of the
building. Different specifications would be used in
installing a balustrade in a domestic situation to a place
of public assembly.
Certification
The TransParancyTM 1-01 models carry a KOMO
certificate.

TransParancy™ 1-01

EeStairs + Giorgio Armani
Armani, Amsterdam [NL]
GO

PRICE:
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Benthem Crouwel Architects of Amsterdam
devised an open, modern design for Port City
in Rotterdam on behalf of the Port of
Rotterdam Authority. The TransParancy™
balustrades by EeStairs were part of this
design (order value 700,000 Euros).
But the budget was tight and the use of
segmented straight glass panels was being
seriously considered. A meeting between the
architect Peter Kropp and Cornelis Van Vlastuin
(Creative Director and Founder of EeStairs)
produced the answer. With creative thinking
a solution saving considerable assembly time
was employed, enabling curved glass to be
used after all.

EeStairs is not only flexible with glass but they
can also improvise flexibly in business. The
architect, Peter Kropp, was so enthusiastic that,
unprompted, he sent EeStairs this message:
“Buildings 2 and 3 of Port City in Rotterdam
were completed yesterday. My compliments
for the work your company put in. The glass
balustrades in building 2 look especially good.
Thank you!” – Peter Kropp, Architect
Strabag/Zublin AG were the main contractors
on the project. The Strabag project leader,
Roland Baumann, was also impressed by the
TransParancy™ 1-01 XL, the quality of the
product and the professionalism of EeStairs.
“This project went extremely well! We are very
satisfied with the end result and have good
memories of our collaboration. The project
was both constructive and creative. EeStairs
provided our supplier with steel elements for
anchoring the curved glass for the concrete
stairs. The supplier was then able to embed
these elements. That gave the balustrades the
stability that was required and helped in their
assembly. A unique solution for an exceptional
challenge!” – Roland Baumann, Project Leader

EeStairs + Benthem Crouwel Architects
Port City, Rotterdam [NL]
XL

PRICE:

EeStairs + OMA Rem Koolhaas
G-Star HQ, Amsterdam [NL]
GO

PRICE:

EeStairs + PLP Architecture
The Edge, Amsterdam [NL]
XL

PRICE:
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EeStairs + 19 Het Atelier
Historisch Centrum Overijssel, Zwolle [NL]
XL

PRICE:
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EeStairs + Fokkema + Partners
OC&C, Almere [NL]
CB

PRICE:
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Specifications

CB

GO

XL
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CB

Capped Balustrades

GO

Glass Only

XL

eXtraLarge

TransParancyTM 1-01 CB

TransParancyTM 1-01 GO

TransParancyTM 1-01 XL

Handrail

42mm diameter stainless steel

None

42mm diameter stainless steel

Infill

Structural glazing (laminated toughened and semi-tempered clear glass, depending on the application)

Glass composition*

Domestic 900mm high: CB 12
Public 1100mm high: CB 12.12.2
Office 1100mm high: CB 8.8.2

Floor edge

Standard model includes 200mm deep fascia

Height of stair
balustrade

Between 900 and 1000mm

Height of landing/
floor balustrade

900mm domestic, 1100mm public

Material

Steel, glass and stainless steel

Steel and glass

Steel, glass and stainless steel

Finish

Stainless steel: satin polished 320 grit
Glass: polished and arrised all round
Steel (channel): powdercoated

Glass: polished and arrised all round
Steel (channel): powdercoated

Stainless steel: satin polished 320 grit
Glass: polished and arrised all round
Steel (channel): powdercoated

Welding technique

Tig (virtually invisible)

None

Tig (virtually invisible)

Fixings

Base channel is fastened to edge of floor by M12 resin anchors.
Glass bonded into channel and finished with a bead of mastic.

Model
Price

Domestic 900mm high: GO 8.8.2
Public 1100mm high: GO 15.15.2
Office 1100mm high: GO 10.10.2

* Public: office, school, hospital, nursing home etc. Prices on request only, as prices can vary.

Domestic 900mm high: XL 8.8.2
Public 1100mm high: XL 15.15.2
Office 1100mm high: XL 10.10.2
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1	EeStairs + Erick van Egeraat
DBBW, Amsterdam [NL]
XL

PRICE:

2	EeStairs + OMA Rem Koolhaas
G-Star HQ, Amsterdam [NL]
GO

PRICE:

3	EeStairs + UNStudio
Toison d’or, Brussel [BE]
CB

PRICE:

1

2
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EeStairs + QuA Associates
PON Holding, Almere [NL]
XL

PRICE:

EeStairs + Kerssens
Residence, Bergen [NO]
GO

PRICE:

TransParancy™ 1-01
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Innovations by EeStairs

TransParancy™1-01
TransParancy™1-02
TransParancy™1-03
groovEe™
1m2™
Cells™
Moon™
MindStep™
EeSoffit™

Beauty Between Levels

Headquarters
The Netherlands
& Export

EeStairs Nederland bv
+31 342 405700
nl@eestairs.com

United Kingdom

EeStairs UK Ltd
+44 5603 750 880
uk@eestairs.com

USA & Canada

EeStairs America Inc.
+1 (226) 381 0111
info@eestairs.com

Belgium

EeStairs BE
+32 15 79 12 20
be@eestairs.com

France - Monaco Suisse

EeStairs FR
+33 4 69 12 60 80
fr@eestairs.com

Middle East

EeStairs ME
+31 342 405700
me@eestairs.com

China

EeStairs CHN
+86 135 8653 7314
chn@eestairs.com

Licensed Partners
South Africa

Steel Studio
+27 (0)10 040 3720
info@steelstudio.co.za

Follow / @EeStairs

EeStairs.com
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